
 

 

2014 Forecasts, Outlook and Annual Review 

 

The last few years, I have used the December Issue to review my annual forecast, outlook 

for the markets and economy.  

 

Summary 

 

 After a great 2013, we expected the markets would get back to normal, and they 

have. 

 Based on the end of QE3, most investment and bond experts expected long-term 

rates to rise, they did the opposite, long-term yields fell. 

 

 The U.S. economy, markets, earnings, employment all had solid performance in 

2014 despite global concerns, and the polar vortex.  

 

 There were many potential “black swan”, hard to predict events that could have 

disrupted global economies and markets: “polar vortex”, Putin and the Ukraine, 

the rise of ISIS, Ebola, OPEC and Saudis not supporting oil prices. Some of these 

concerns are ongoing, and still have the potential to disrupt global economies and 

markets.  

 

2014 Review of Economic Outlook 

 

Last year’s forecasts were based on consensus outlooks from the Wall Street Journal, 

BusinessWeek, and Fortune Magazine and our analysis of the many economic and 

business events, and investment trends going into 2014. 

 

Here is the 2014 forecast for the economy, and the current data points: 

 

 

 
 

The forecasts were close, except for oil and the 10-year Treasury. 

 

 

 



GDP 

 

 
 

The U.S. economy had to deal with the “polar vortex” in the first quarter as the cold 

winter storms shut in much of the nation and the economy contracted. Fortunately the 

economy rebounded the remainder of the year. 

 

Since the consumer is about 70% of the U.S. economy, the charts below partly tell the 

story of consumer borrowing and the economy. 

 



 
 

Notice that consumer debt fell for most categories of debt after the Great Recession.  

Auto loans and mortgages have rebounded the last few years. Mortgages have declined 

this year, but autos continue to rebound. Auto and home sales are very important to our 

economy.  

 

Student loans continues to grow. Older and younger adults are going back to school for a 

better education/training to prepare for a more competitive, changing labor market. There 

are two other major variables driving higher student loans: much higher tuition costs, and 

aggressive advertising and recruiting tactics by online and for profit schools. Congress is 

finally addressing this problem student loan area.  

 

Notice how credit card borrowing has declined. This could be bad for the economy this 

economic cycle, but good for consumer balance sheets, and for the economy in the long-

run. 

 

Lower consumer borrowing is one of the variables that is a contributor to the sub-par 

growth in this economic cycle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Inflation 

 

 
Source: Econoday 

 

Inflation has remained within the Fed’s target range of 2%. 

 

Inflation will probably come down because of the dramatic fall in oil prices. 

 

10 Year Treasury 

 

Most forecasts called for Treasury yields to rise because of the end of QE3.  

 
Source:WSJ 

 

The QE3 program including increasing the Fed’s balance sheet and then buying 

government paper with the capital was winding down much of the year and ended in 

October. It was reasonable to think without the Federal Reserve not buying government 



paper that that prices would go down and yields would go up because of less buying 

pressure. 

 

Despite our low yields, U.S. government bonds had significantly higher yields than many 

other country government bonds with less risk. Because of our relatively higher yields, 

global capital flowed to U.S. government paper. 

 

Fed Funds Rate 

 

This was an easy forecast. The Fed has been saying for several years that they would 

keep rates low until the economy, and employment were on stronger footing, and as long 

as inflation was below their target of 2%. 

 

Oil 

 

The above forecasts are from the WSJ economic forecasts, surveys from a group of 

nearly 50 economists. The economists are from banks, Wall Street, international 

economists, academics and economists from major nonfinancial American corporations.  

 

I have been reading these forecasts for years and these economists are mostly wrong each 

year about oil. They were certainly wrong this year. Admittedly, forecasting the future 

consistently and accurately is very difficult, especially for oil. 

 

 

 
 



There are many reasons for the fall in prices: 

 

 Global demand is falling. The headlines are worse than reality. Global demand 

was projected to be 92.6 million barrels per day for 2014. Lately global demand 

has dropped to about 92 million barrels a day. 

 According to the headlines, there is a global supply glut in oil. In actuality, 

supplies are higher by about 2 million barrels a day. Most of the extra supply is 

coming from the U.S., Libya and Angola.  

 

This means there is a surplus of about 2%, but oil prices are down over 40%. 

 

 Oil price discovery is made in the futures market. Oil futures markets are 

leveraged 8 to 1 so it attracts a lot of fast money, momentum players and 

speculators. They tend to exaggerate bullish and bearish trends because of the 

participants and leverage. The bears are in control of the oil futures market. 

 

 The biggest reason for the dramatic fall is the Saudis and OPEC have decided not 

to cut production to support prices. Oil prices are trying to find equilibrium. 

 

I will write more about this and the prospects for energy for 2015 in next month’s 2015 

economic and market outlook. Hint: has there ever been a time in the past when oil prices 

fell dramatically and they stayed down? Another hint regarding my energy outlook: buy 

low, sell high. 

 

More Reviews of My 2014 Outlook 

 

Below are other views I made in my 2014 outlook. The text is italics is what I actually 

wrote; the normal text are my comments about what I wrote. 

 

 

• The U.S. and Global economy are expected to continue to grow in 2014.  

 

The U.S. continues to grow. But Russia is expected to be in a recession. Certain parts 

of Europe are in recession, and most are in a slow growth mode. Japan has entered a 

recession, and China’s economy is contracting more than expected.  

 

• The two main questions for investors in 2014: Can the economy grow without 

the Fed’s stimulus? 2. Will P/Es continue to expand in 2014?  

 

As mentioned above, the equity and debt markets handled the end of QE3 better 

than expected.  

 

P/Es did expand, but not as much as 2013. This was expected.  

 

 

 



• The energy boom is helping stabilize energy prices and provide high paying jobs.  

Perhaps the energy boom was too successful as oil prices are collapsing. I will 

analyze the bullish and bearish case in my 2015 outlook that will be out in early 

2015. 

Also, I normally do a U.S. and global energy supply and demand Special Report. 

It is normally issued about April.  

• As we enter the sixth year of the economic recovery and bull market in 

stocks, we do need to be cautious. Stock picking becomes more important 

because of higher valuations and prices.  

We were more cautious in 2014: we raised cash, were more cautious about entry 

points. We had also lowered our exposure to high P/E, beta, and leveraged stocks. 

 

 

• Corporate leaders have more confidence in the economy going into 2014 and 

that could lead to increased capital spending, jobs, and mergers-and-

acquisitions.   

 

Capital spending and mergers-and-acquisitions fortunately did increase in 2014. 

 

2014 Market Forecasts 
 

Here are my market forecasts that I made for 2014 in January: 

 

 
 

(Earnings estimates are from Barron’s and First Call/Thomson Financial.)  

 

My forecasts are conservative, and a fair, reasonable valuation for the markets. The 

markets can and do go higher than my forecast, but when they do, the markets are 

normally overvalued and have more risk. 

 

A year ago I was forecasting that the market would appreciate to about 17,000 in 2014. 

Currently the market is about 17,280. Remember by November the markets are moving 

towards the prospects for the following year. In September 2014 the market averaged 

about 17,150 close to my price target.  

 

I was forecasting 1,864 for the S & P for 2014 a year ago. In September 2014 the S & P 

average about 2,100, so I was too conservative for the S & P. Investors were willing to 



pay more for S & P companies’ earnings than the Dow 30. This does make sense, and I 

did mention last and this year that the S & P should have a higher valuation because the 

growth was better for S & P stocks. 

 

Again, the markets are forward looking mechanisms, and by the summer the markets will 

normally reflect the potential of the market. See the chart in the next section. 

 

Market Technicals 
 

Here is a 2014 chart for the Dow 30: 

 

 

 
Source: Phil Erlanger Research 

 
The markets are getting back to normal: 

 

 The Dow 30 did reach my target by July.  

 

 We normally do get a market rally during the summer, and the markets selloff in 

September and October.  

 

 We normally get 3 to 5 pullbacks in the market. We did not get them in 2012, 2013. We 

got 4 good pullbacks in 2014. The pullbacks normally occur after quarterly earnings 



announcements. We normally get a least one correction (prices down by about 10% from 

a previous peak) and that normally occurs during September, October. 

 

We normally use these pullbacks, corrections to make recommendations. Notice how quickly 

prices recovered, V shapes. Participants are buying the pullbacks. 

 

Next month, January, I will issue my 2015 forecasts for the economy including oil, and the S & P 

500 and the Dow 30. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


